For Worcester Bosch Boilers ST620WBC Digital. How to use the Salus - S-series ST620RF Wireless thermostat. RT500RF Change RF Code SALUS Controls ST620WBC · SALUS Controls ST620VBC

This Item is new without original box but with instruction and scratches on it in photos. Item included (Timer with stand, Receiver with wall plate /instructions and batteries)

Salus Combi RF Wireless Room Stat + Boiler Control ST620WBC

We've updated the eBay and PayPal User Agreements and Privacy Notices. Salus ST620WBC Worcester Combi RF Wireless Room Stat Boiler Heating Control

Worcester Bosch 350 COMBI NAT GAS BOILER Installation service manual.

Comes boxed with instruction manual. Salus st620wbc rf programmable room thermostat with plug in boiler control ideal for worcester boilers as plugs in.

This Item is new without original box but with instruction and scratches on it in photos. Item included (Timer with stand, Receiver with wall plate /instructions and batteries)

Salus Combi RF Wireless Room Stat + Boiler Control ST620WBC

User manuals. tel.: +48 32 700 7453fax: +48 32 790 4485e-mail: export@salus-controls.eu · Home, Our company. Information ST620WBC.

STP1. T102.

Salus Worcester Programmable Thermostat With Plug In RF Boiler Control. Part number H034258. Manufacturer No ST620WBC. £109.95 ex VAT. £131.94 inc.

WHAT IS IN THE BOX
1 x Heating control unit with valve operating i.e. the often cumbersome manual opening and closing of heating valves is no